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THE NUNNERY (MONJAS) QUADRANGLE AT UXMAL: AN ELITE

RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND OR CIVIC/CEREMONIAL CENTER

BACKGROUND

Over half a century ago, Franz Blom (1930) stated that he and his

colleagues had located 15 quadrangles during their survey of

Uxmal, although he did not provide a list of these complexes.

During the course of his discussion, he did, however, mention

several specific quadrangles, including the Nunnery Quadrangle

(fig.l). Northwest Quadrangle (North Acropolis), the House of the

Pigeons (South Acropolis), Group 15 and the West Quadrangle. All

of the above were said to have an arch entrance through the

center of one of their buildings. The Adivino Quadrangle can now

be added to this group as its recent excavation has shown that it

could be entered through a vaulted passageway in the center of

its West Building, more commonly known as the House of the Birds

(fig. 1). In addition, the Cemetery Group, and Groups 16, 17, and

22 were described as quadrangles which were approached by a

stairway, rather than a vaulted passageway. The basic question

which can be asked in regard to these quadrangles is -

were

these grandiose building complexes simply parts of a gigantic

"civic center" or were they essentially residences for members of

the elite class, which may also accomodated some civic-

administrative functions?

In the case of the Nunnery Quadrangle, there are two lines

of inquiry in regard to its possible function(s) which lead to

somewhat conflicting interpretations. The first of these is an

examination of its architectural attributes, with regard to room
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types and size, its systems of access with regard to degrees of

publicness or privacy, special interior features, and other formal

attributes. The second line of inquiry involves iconographic and

cosmological considerations, which include patterns and

relationships involving both the Nunnery structures themselves as

well as related structures such as the Ballcourt and the House of

the Turtles. The former line of inquiry appears to lean more in

the direction of residential functions while the latter suggests

civic-ceremoniad functions.

ARCHITECTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

The basic architectural organization of the Nunnery

buildings can be summarized as foUows. The quadrangle consists

of four main range-type buildings, simply known as the North,

West, East and South buildings, together with several additional

rooms which are found at the south edge of the platform

supporting the North Building (fig. 2). Included in the latter are

the so-called Venus Temple and its annex to the west, both

situated west of the monumental stairway leading to the top of the

north platform, and Building Y, together with its East Annex,

which are situated east of the monumental central stairway. The

central court measures about 60 meters from east to west and 48

meters from north to south and remains of a small platform can be

found near the center of the court (Ruz, 1955) which once

supported a cylindrical stone monument (picote) and a single-

headed jaguar (Kowalski. 1987).

The North Building of the Nunnery stands on a mth
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platform, about 7 meters high, with a monumental stairway more or

less centered in its south side, leading to an upper terrace

supporting the North Building proper (fig. 3). Both the East and

West Buildings stand on lower platforms about 2.5 meters high,

with broad stairways in front (figs. 4 & 5). while the south

building is raised only one step above the level of the central

courtyard (fig. 6). On its south side, however, the South Building

can be seen to be standing on a high platform with two main

levels, in reference to the plaza and ballcourt further south (fig.

7) and there is a very broad, projecting stairway on the south

side leading to the top of the upper platform, where entrance to

the interior courtyard of the Nunnery is gained through a vaulted

passageway centered in the South Building (fig. 8). The entire

quadrangle is raised above the level of the surrounding areas on

all four sides and access to the inner courtyard is restricted to

the vaulted passageway through the south building, together with

a narrow stairway near the northern end of the east side of the

platform supporting the East Building (see fig. 2)

Elsewhere (Andrews, 1975) I have discussed the general

architectural attributes of quadrangles at some length, and noted

that the Nunnery Quadrangle at Uxmal could be considered as an

outstanding example of the "generic" quadrangular form. I also

rioted that the distinguishing hallmark of the generic quadrangle

lies in the way in which it creates a "private", inner-oriented

world inasmuch as it turns it back on its surroundings and

focusses attention on its own exclusive world. In this sense it is

like a cloister, a place set apart from the ordinary events of life.
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Small wonder then that the term nunnery is still used to describe

this particular quadrangle, which is clearly derived from the

almost endless repetition of cell-like spaces surrounding its inner

courtyard. These cells, or small, hut-like rooms, are very

reminiscent of the small, sparsely furnished living spaces found in

nunneries or monasteries throughout the Old World.

To summarize, the Nunnery at Uxmal, together with similar

generic quadrangles, clearly expresses concepts such as

withdrawl, privacy, and introspection through the formal language

of architecture. Thus, the community created within its confines

is a private community, and its conscious removal from the larger

community which surrounds it speaks of some special purpose to

which it is devoted. In the following pages, we will examine some

of those potential purposes.

"PALACE" AND ROOM TYPES, PUUC REGION

Based on the data now available in regard to the so-caUed palaces

from over 160 different sites in the Puuc region (Andrews, 1990),

it is clear that there are three basic types of multi-chambered,

and in some cases, multistoried buildings generally falling into the

Palace category which differ significantly in their basic form and

organization. Here, we are considering only "large" buildings

(those with ten rooms or more). These three types are: 1) range-

type buildings; 2) core-perimeter type buildings; and 3) hilltop

complexes. Only Type I, range-type buildings are considered

here.

Type I Puuc palaces include all known one-story range

buildings with 10 rooms or more. The extant examples include
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buildings with one to three parallel rows of rooms, some with

lateral rooms at the ends (fig. 9). Table 1 shows a total of 38

buildings of this type which are found at 18 different sites. At

the outset, it is important to recognize that 16 of the known

examples of this building type are found at Uxmal and that a total

of 26 are found at only 7 of the largest Puuc sites. It is also

noteworthy that most of the examples at Uxmal are parts of

quadrangular complexes including the Nunnery Quadrangle which

is probably the best preserved of all the Puuc quadrangles. None

of the individual range-type Puuc buildings have more than 26

rooms, compared to the 94 rooms in the three story Palace at Sayil

(Type II) but the Nunnery Quadrangle has over 80 rooms in all

when all four buiuldings forming the quadrangle are considered.

Our data show that there are 6 basic room/doorway

configurations utilized in all Puuc buildings of any size, 4 of

which represent suites of two or more rooms (fig. 10). As shown

in Figure 10, Type A rooms are single rooms with one exterior

doorway, while Type B single rooms have multiple entrances

formed by doorway columns or multiple individual doorways. Type

C suites consist of two rooms, with one room behind the other; the

exterior rooms have only a single doorway to the outside. Type D

suites also have two rooms, one behind the other, but the exterior

room has multiple exterior doorways (2 or more). Type E suites

have two or more rooms in a row, wherein the extra room(s) are

entered from doorway(s) in the ends of the main room, which has

a single exterior doorway. Type F suites have a main exterior

room, with one or more rooms behind, and may have rooms at the
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ends of the main room(s) as well. The main exterior room has

multiple entrances, formed either by doorway columns or multiple

individual doorways.

As suggested by Kurjack (1990), Type A single rooms and

Type C and E suites seem well suited to residential usage. Here

it is assumed that each single room or suite would be occupied by

a nuclear family. Some of the Type A single rooms were probably

used as temporary residences, for example as guest quarters for

visiting elites from other communities. The single exterior

doorways of the above room types, nominally equipped with both

cordholderes and rod sockets, allow for maximum privacy. As

noted by Tourtellot et. al, (1992) "Apartments" [two to four

interconnected rooms with a single outside entrance]" certainly

indicate a more specialized use of interior space and may indicate

occupation by larger co-residential groups that only an elite could

sustain or a combination of elite family quarters and servants

rooms". TourteUot's apartments correspond to our Type E suites.

In contrast, Type B single rooms and Type D and F suites,

all of which have multiple exterior doorways, seem better suited

for more public, non-residential purposes; their openness suggests

their use for a variety of "specialized" semi-public activities such

as meeting rooms, audience halls, shrines, workshops,

"classrooms", etc. These and certain other specialized spaces are

public in the sense that they can be used by all persons having

their residences in the same building or complex. Obviously, any

of the rooms or suites could be used for almost any purpose,

depending on how they were equipped with perishable
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furnishings, and Type E suites seem particularly well adapted to a

variety of both residential and non-residential uses, since those

with small, and rather dark end rooms suggest storage rather

than residential usage

In assessing the above possibilities, it should be kept in

mind that the majority (75 percent) of all the rooms in all three

palace categories are Type A single rooms with a single outside

doorway. These rooms average around 2.5 x 5.7 meters in size,

which makes them about the same in area as typical pole-and-

thatch dwellings used by ancient Maya families. In addition, if

the two-room Type C suites (one room behind the other) are

added to the Type A single rooms, at least 90 percent of the total

rooms are accounted for in all three categories of Puuc palaces.

Given the above, I suggest that if, in fact, the

multichambered, vaulted masonry Type I buildings of the Nunnery

at Uxmal (and other Type I Puuc buildings elsewhere) were indeed

"sumptuous residences" for members of the elite class, it seems

reasonable to assume that: 1) they would include a numnber of

"specialized" spaces catering to the elaborate and multifaceted

lifestyle adapted by the elites; 2) that the total amount of

enclosed space per/person would be greater than the amount of

space available on a per/person basis in an ordinary one-room,

pole-and-thatch dwelling; 3) many of the rooms would be equipped

with masonry "sleeping benches" of the kind seen in large

numbers in regions to the south; 4) some number of associated

service-type structures including servants quarters, would have

to be found in reasonable proximity to these structures since food
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preparation, clothes washing, disposal of wastes (personal or

otherwise) and other service functions would not likely have taken

place within the confines of the spaces identified as elite living

quarters. Here it is assumed that servants would bring food to

the various elite living units from central kitchens and take care

of a multitude of other daily housekeeping chores and service

functions; and 5) as a special requirement in the waterless Puuc

region, chultunes would have to be found in close proximity to the

elite residences, or in association with the nearby service facilities

as described in Number 4 above.

ROOM AND DOORWAY TYPOLOGY, NUNNERY QUADRANGLE

As can be seen in Figure 2, the North Building has 26 rooms, the

South Building 20, the West and East Buildings 14 each, and

coUectively, the rooms at the south edge of the northern platform

total 12 rooms, making a grand total of 86 rooms for the entire

complex. Table 1 shows that virtually all the rooms in the North,

West, and East buildings consist of Type C, two-room suites, with

one room behind the other, while the south building shows mostly

Type A single rooms (16 in all) with pairs of Type C rooms added

at both ends. The sole exception to the above restricted typology

is found in the central rooms of the East Building where the

central rooms form a six-room, Type E suite (fig. 11). The layout

of the rooms at the south edge of the Northern Platform also

varies considerably from the typology of the main buildings, as

the Venus Temple consists of a four-room Type F suite (fig. 12)

and Building Y consists of a two-room Type D suite (fig. 13).

Both annexes of these structures appear to be three-room Type E
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suites, although the western annex is too badly fallen to be sure

of its plan.

NORTH BUILDING

As noted above, the North Building is made up entirely of pairs of

Type C rooms, which we have already noted could easily be used

as elite family residences (fig. 14). The rooms in this building are

the most private with reference to the quadrangle as a whole,

since they are furthest from the main entrance through the south

building and are raised 7 meters above the level of the central

court, further restricting access. None of the rooms differ in any

significant way from the others in terms of size or shape and

none show special interior features suggesting specific residential

or non-residential usage. The central rooms are slightly larger

than the others but the difference in size is too small to be

significant.

WEST BUILDING

The West Building shows a similar room typology to that seen in

the North Building as all the rooms are pairs of Type C rooms,

about the same size as those seen in the North Building (fig. 15).

The West Building lacks lateral rooms at the ends and as in the

North Building, the central rooms are only slightly larger than the

others, and none show any special interior features.

EAST BUILDING

The East Building is another matter and we have already noted

that the central rooms form a six-room Type E suite, with small

rooms at both ends of the long central rooms (fig. 11). While

such a suite of rooms could be used for either residential or non-
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residential purposes, John Lloyd Stevens' impression (1843, Vol. 1)

of its residential potential is worth repeating:

The whole suite consists of six rooms; and there is a

convenience in the arrangements not unsuited to the

habits of what we call civilized life; opening as they

do upon this noble courtyard. In the dry season,

with nothing to aprehend from vegetation and damp,

they would be far the most comfortable residence for

any future explorer of the ruins of Uxmal...

While I am inclined to agree with Stephens that this suite of

rooms would make an ideal residence (for a very high ranking

member of the Maya elite class) it also seems weU suited to

ceremonial usage, perhaps as a reception hall where visiting

dignitaries could be entertained. The other rooms of the East

Building are pairs of Type C rooms, also suggesting residential

usage if only room typology is considered.

SOUTH BUILDING

The South Building differs considerably from the other three main

buildings of the quadrangle in that it consists of two parallel

ranges of 8 single, Type A rooms each, with doorways on opposite

sides, together with a pair of Type C rooms at each end which are

later additions (fig. 16). Once more, all of these rooms could have

been used for residential purposes but because they are so

public, having doorways immediately adjacent to rather public

circulation spaces, some non-residential function(s) seem more

appropriate. This is particularly true of the rooms on the south

side, which open toward the lower south terrace and Ballcourt,
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suggesting, for example, that these rooms might well have been

used in conjunction with the Ballcourt rather than the balance of

the Nunnery buildings (fig. 17).

VENUS TEMPLE AND BUILDING Y

Finally, we come to the rooms at the south edge of the platform

supporting the North Building. Here it must be recognized that

the rooms of the Venus Temple (fig. 18) and those of Building Y

on the opposite side of the north stairway (fig. 19) are relatively

public, since both have multiple doorways and both can be

reached directly from the courtyard level. Their annexes (west

and east) are situated on the same level as the platforms

supporting the East and West Buildings and are therefore

somewhat more private. It seems reasonable to assume that both

the Venus Temple and Building Y were used directly in

conjunction with ceremonial and/or civic activities taking place in

the central courtyard even though I cannot as yet specify exactly

what those activities might have been.

FUNCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Based solely on room typology and degree of privacy with regard

to access, most of the rooms of the Nunnery Quadrangle could well

have been used for residential purposes, although there is no

proof that this was actually the case. A few of the rooms, as

specified above, seem better suited to non-residential functions

but here again, proof is lacking. Also muddying the "residential"

picture, is the fact that no chultunes or metates, which are

considered to be prima facia evidence of residential usage, have

been found either in the central courtyard of the Nunnery
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Quadrangle or in/on the large lower platform on its south side.

Furthermore, the single chultun near the bottom of the stairway

on the east side of the Ballcourt would hardly have been

sufficient to provide the water required for a large permanent

population residing in the nearby Nunnery Quadrangle.

Further mitigating against residential usage of any of the

rooms in the Nunnery Quadrangle is the fact that only one room

(exterior room of Building Y) contains a large masonry platform of

the kind that in other regions have been identified as "sleeping

benches" (fig. 13). Some years ago Adams (1974) made a

functional analysis of the rooms in Structure A-V at Uaxactun and

concluded that all the rooms in this complex containing large

masonry benches were used for residential purposes. Harrison

(1970) and others have also concluded that numerous multi-

chambered "Palace-type" buildings at Tikal with large masonry

benches of several types were also used primarily as residences.

Most recently, Sanders (1989) has shown that all of the rooms

(over 50) in Group 9N-8 (Las Sepulturas) at Copan equipped with

large masonry benches were used as residences (fig. 20). The

same thing can be said of the numerous multi-chambered buildings

in the Rio Bee region, including most of the tower complexes,

where the presence of large masonry benches, in addition to

cupboards and other interior details, indicate residential usage

(fig. 21).

It is particularly noteworthy that none of the rooms in any

of the main Nunnery buildings contain masonry benches of any

kind, raising a serious question in regard to residential usage.
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In this connection, an examination of a number of smaller

buildings outside of the main center at Uxmal which have been

identified as residences (Ruppert & Smith, 1957) shows that they

do contain masonry benches of the kind seen in the Sepulturas

Group at Copan. While it might be argued that wooden platforms

(long since rotted away) were used as beds by the elites at

Uxmal, rather than masonry benches, there is no proof of this,

and no graffiti or paintings have yet been found at Uxmal

showing such a wooden "bed".

Finally, it must be noted that the Nunnery Quadrangle is

entirely lacking in the kind of outbuildings (service structures)

necessary to provide the needed support facilities for a large

residential compound. At Tikal, for example, Haviland (1981) and

Harrison (1986) have both suggested that such outbuildings

included storehouses, kitchens, and servant quarters as weU as

private shrines. At Copan, it was found that elite residential

compounds included young men's houses, shrines, storage rooms

and buildings, kitchens, work areas and craft workshops in

addition to dwellings (Sanders, 1989). The remains of several

small structures (mostly small platforms) which have been found

on the large terrace on the south side of the Nunnery (Barrera

Rubio, 1990) could hardly have supplied these support facilities as

both the requisite water supply (chultunes) and metates are

lacking. Barrera Rubio also noted that at least two of the above

structures were Postclassic additions, thus nullifying their use

during the heyday of the Nunnery Quadrangle. In addition, the

very public nature of the south terrace does not readily lend
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itself to being used for the kind of service functions described

above.

COSMOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The second line of inquiry suggests that the Nunnery Quadrangle

had important cosmological associations and that it formed the

northern component of a larger ceremonial complex which also

included the Ballcourt and the House of the Turtles. It has long

been recognized that this particular group of structures formed a

larger configuration with "special" relationships to one another

even though the nature of these relationships was not entirely

clear (Blee 1963, Andrews 1975). In recent years, however,

several investigators, including Wendy Ashmore (1932) and

Clemency Coggins (19 ) have examined the organization of various

groupings of Maya structures which appear to have been based on

important cosmological beliefs held by the ancient Maya and

believe that these arrangements show a recurring spatial pattern.

According to Ashmore:

The five principal components of the pattern are (1)

strongly marked north-south axis; (2) mutually

complementary, paired functions for construction and

spaces at north and south ends of that axis, in which

north stands for the celestial supernatural sphere,

and south, for the underworld or worldly; the

appendage of subsidiary eastern and western units to

form a triangle with the north; (4) the common but

not invariant presence of a ball court as mediator
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between north and south; and (5) the frequent use of

causeways, or paved roadways, to underscore the

linkage between various elements and thereby stress

the symbolic coherence of the whole.

Ashmore cited the Twin Pyramid groups at Tikal as idealized

expressions of this pattern (fig. 22). As shown in Figure 23,

three of the key elements of this pattern (#1, 2, and 4) are

present in the spatial organization of the Nunnery Quadrangle,

Ballcourt, and House of the Turtles. While this configuration lacks

the eastern and western pyramids of the Twin Pyramid groups at

Tikal, the similarity of the huge enclosure formed by the four

main buildings of the Nunnery Quadrangle, with its vaulted

entryway on the south side, to the walled enclosures on the north

sides of the Twin Pyramid groups at Tikal, which also have their

entrances on the south side, is unmistakable (fig. 24). In

addition, the stela at the base of the stairway of the northern

building of the Nunnery together with the cylindrical monument

and platform in the center of the courtyard (fig. 25) make an

adequate substitute for the stelae and altars centered in the

enclosures of the Twin Pyramid groups. Unfortunately, the House

of the Turtles, marking the southern end of this complex, does not

have the nine doorways as seen in the south buildings of the

Tikal complexes (fig. 26) and its underworld associations are

uncertain, although the turtles in its cornice moldings may

indicate some form of underworld connection (fig. 27). On the

other hand, the ballcourt centered between the north and south
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components seems carefully placed to serve as the mediator

between the north and south (figs. 26 & 28).

In addition to the cosmological pattern described above, Jeff

Kowalski (1994) has recently proposed that the organization of the

Nunnery Quadrangle itself seems to have embodied "quintessential"

Maya cosmological symbolism in its plan and sculpture, based on

several pan-mesoamerican tenets as described earlier by Ashmore

(1992) as follows:

These tenets include (1) conceptions of a multilayered

universe, with a many-tiered heaven above, wherein

the ancestors reside, and a similarly stratified

underworld, home of various other supernaturals and

the scene of primordial ordeals involving the

legendary Hero Twins; (2) unification of these layers

in time via cyclical movement of the sun, moon, Venus,

and other deified entities through the upper-and-

under-worlds; (3) explicit vertical connectors in space

between the earth and other cosmic domains, such as

the four bacab deities holding up the corners of the

sky, mountains mediating between sky and earth, and

caves lining earth with the world below; and (4) a

horizontal division of the world into four cardinal

quarters (plus a center), each with color and life-form

associations.

According to Kowalski:

The quadrangular arrangement of the Nunnery

Quadrangle and the rough correspondence of the
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principal buildings to the cardinal points represent a

conscious decision on the part of the architect and

royal patron to create an architectural complex that

embodied the well-documented quadripartite horizontal

organization of the Maya universe, with a further

correspondence between north and the upper world,

and south and the underworld.

Kowalski further cites evidence in support of the premise that the

North Building of the Nunnery shows clear celestial associations,

the East and West Buildings middleworld associations, and the

South Building underworld associations. In addition, he suggests

that the cylindrical monument (picote) near the center of the

courtyard may have been conceived of as a world tree.

Unfortunately, whether or not Kowalski's interpretations of the

symbolism embodied in the Nunnery Quadrangle are correct or not,

they do little to reveal the functions of the individual buildings

or show how the numerous individual rooms might have been used.

It is noteworthy, also, that Kowalski (1990, 1994) made no

suggestions whatever in regard to the probable functions of the

various buildings and rooms of the Nunnery.

To summarize, while the basic typology of the various rooms

and suites in the several buildings of the Nunnery Quadrangle

suggest that most of the rooms could easily have been used for

residential purposes, the evidence available from other lines of

inquiry points to civic/ceremonial usage as a more likely

possibility.
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Nevertheless, I still find it difficult to entirely dismiss the

notion of residential usage for at least some of the rooms in the

Nunnery Quadrangle in spite of the heavy burden of cosmological

symbolism involved in the elaborate facade decoration of the four

main buildings and their possible roles in an even larger

cosmological configuration as described above (fig. 29).

In part, my reluctance to accept the prospect that the

Nunnery Quadrangle (and other quadrangles in the main center as

well) served only civic/ceremonial purposes is based on the fact

that at present, I cannot offer any concrete suggestions as to

just how its 86 rooms might have been used on a day to day

basis. In addition, my reluctance stems from the fact that at this

late date I hate to again raise the specter of the "empty

ceremonial center", a concept which I first tried to lay to rest

over two decades ago^ For the moment then, I suggest we keep

an open mind regarding the function(s) of the Nunnery

Quadrangle, pending the acquisition of additional data from

stratified excavations bearing on this fundamental question.
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UXMAL. Plan Nunnery Quadrangle. Adivino Quadrangle,
Northern Long Building, and Southeast Annex of

Nunnery. 0
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fig. 7. UXMAL. View looking south fromnNorth Building of Nunnery. South Building of Nunnery in foreground
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fig. 10a UXMAL, Nunnery Quadrangle. Plan of East Building

E X
fig. J04JXMAL, Nunnery Quadrangle. Plan of West Building
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Fig. 12. UXMAL, Nunnery Quadrangle. Plan of Venus Temple

Fig. 13. UXMAL, Nunnery Quadrangle. Plan of Building Y
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fig. 9. UXMAL, Nunnery quadrangle. Plan of North Building
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fig. 8. UXMAL, Nunnery Quadrangle. Plan of South Building
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10 Fig- 5 The Type 4 Group 9N-8, Las Sepulturas. Dotted areas indicate benches.
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PLAN AT UPPER LEVEL OF TOWERS

PLAN - MAIN LEVEL

J I L

RIO BEC, GROUP B, CAHPECHE

STRUCTURE I

G.F. ANDREWS, 1988
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Perspective drawing by Norman Johnson of
the Twin-pyramid Complex erected in A.D. 771.
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Uxmal - View of Governor's Patace. House of the Turtles, and Ballcourt through

Portal Vault in South Building of Nunnery Quadrangle.
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Fig. 5. UXMAL, Nunnery Quadrangle. North Building, south elevation
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fig. 1 7. House of the Turtles. Plan Wi
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Uxmal. Yucatan

Site l6Qd(IO): I

House of the Turtles

G.F. Andrews. I97B
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UXMAL, HOUSE OF THE TURTLES - SOUTH ELEVATION
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UXMAL, VIEW LOOKING NORTH FROM PLATFORM OF THE HOUSE OF THE GOVERNOR
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UXMAL, NUNNERY QUADRANGLE AS SEEN FROM TOP OF ADIVINO PYRAMID



Table 1. Puuc Region - Suamary of Rooa Types, Large Range-Type Buildings

room/doorway type

SITE NAME BUILDING A B C D E F ATYP.

DSECILNA Str. 1, So. Group 2 5 1 1

HUNTICHMUL I Str. 2, Group A 8 1

HUNTO CHAC Structure 1 7 2 1

KABAH Structure 1A2 12 3

Structure 2C1 3 1 1 1 1

KIUIC Str. 1, Group 5 5 1 1 1

LABNA Structure 11/12 11 1 2 2 1

MAP Structure 1 9 1 1

SAN APBLO Structure 1 7

SAYIL Structure 2B8 11

Structure 2B4 10

Structure 4A1 8 1 1

UXMAL N. Bldg., Nunnery 13

S. Bldg.. Nunnery 16 2

E. Bldg., Nunnery 4 1

W. Bldg.. Nunnery 7

N. Bldg., Adivino

Quad. 1 4/5

E. Bldg., Adivino

Quad. 2 4/5

W. Bldg., Adivino

Quad. 4 2

S. Bldg.. Adivino

Quad. 5?

E. Bldg., N. Quad.

So. Acropolis 12

W. Bldg., N. Quad.
So. Acropolis 14

S. Bldg., N. Quad.

So. Acropolis 9

Dove Cotes Bldg. ,

So. Acropolis 21 1

XCORRALCHE I

XCUNCAT

XKOKOH

XLABPAK

XKIPCHE

YAKALXIU

TOTALS

E. Bldg., S. Quad.

So. Acropolis

W. Bldg., S. Quad.

So. Acropolis

S. Bldg., S. Quad.

SO. Acropolis

Governor's Palace

E. Bldg.. E. Quad

W. Bldg., W. Quad

E. Bldg. , Group A

Structure 1

Structure 1

Structure 1

Structure A- 17

Structure D-l

Str. 6, N. Central

Group

*7
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